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A Jerusalem 
Tale

Written and directed by Tehila Wiesenberg 
Narrative | 14 minutes | 2007

Summary

Lazer and Baila Hirsch, a Jewish couple who moved to Israel 
from the United States, suffer from financial difficulty and 
bad luck. When Lazer, who works as a tour guide, gets into 
a car accident during a tour, Baila loses her front teeth and 
he loses his job. As Lazer and Baila hope for a miracle during 
the Hanukkah festival, Lazer finds a way to transform their 
suffering and despair into joy.

Topics

•	 Hanukka vs. Christmas — the conflict between Judaism 
and Western culture.

•	 Clothing, covering, and costume — Clothing as a 
representation of its wearer’s inner world and his 
commitment to that world.

•	 Publicizing the miracle — The function of telling others 
the story of the miracle.

•	 Livelihood and the husband-wife relationship — The 
willingness to engage in humiliating work for the sake 
of domestic peace.

•	 The hasidic story — The film as a hasidic tale whose 
purpose is to tell a story of faith as a means of coping 
with difficulty.

Analysis of the Cinematic 
Content and Language

The Film’s Content

1. The Characters

The Main Characters

Lazer: A Breslover hasid of about fifty years of age, 
Lazer is married to Baila. They have no children. New 
immigrants from the United States, they live in poverty 
in the Jerusalem neighborhood of Nahlaot. They came 
to live in Israel in the belief that it is where they were 
supposed to live. Lazer, a pure-hearted Jewish man 
who works as a tour guide, sees the hand of God in 
every trial he must endure. After he loses his job due to 

a car accident, he is offered a job dressing up as Santa 
Claus for a group of Norwegian tourists in return for a 
generous sum. Although Lazer refuses at first, he has 
second thoughts, and since there is no prohibition in 
Jewish religious law against it, he is willing to endure 
the humiliation of taking the job. His approach to life 
is that everything is for the good, and he lives like 
a sort of Charlie Chaplin, who puts his life into the 
hands of fate. In Lazer’s case, he puts his fate into the 
hands of God. Since his pure-heartedness allows him 
to accept unexpected offers instead of rejecting them, 
he embraces the opportunity to make his wife happy 
even though it means that he must suffer humiliation.

Baila: Lazer’s wife, Baila, works as a seamstress. She 
loses her front teeth due to Lazer’s reckless driving. 
The insurance company refuses to pay for dental 
reconstruction, claiming that it is cosmetic rather than 
medically necessary. Ashamed to leave her home due to 
her impaired appearance, Baila has a hard time finding 
work. Baila is a sad but grounded woman who, unlike 
Lazer, sees reality as it is. Realizing that there is no work 
to be had, she feels despair.

The tourists: A well-dressed, religious, English-speaking 
couple represent average tourists who come to Israel 
for pleasure. They refuse to get into the beat-up, 
neglected jalopy that Lazer has borrowed from a friend 
so that he can earn some money after losing his job. As 
the tourists see things, they are correct, but they are 
unaware of Lazer’s plight and judge him by his outward 
appearance. They regard him similarly when they see 
him dressed as Santa Claus in the hotel. The role of the 
American tourists is to show how matters seem to an 
outside observer.
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2. The Dramatic Conflict

Lazer faces three conflicts:
1. An existential conflict — the loss of his livelihood
2. A conflict of culture and values — dressing up as 

Santa Claus
3. An interpersonal conflict — difficulty in his marriage 

because of Baila’s suffering and his inability to make 
her happy

Lazer, in need of a job, agonizes over whether to 
compromise his values by dressing up as Santa Claus. 
For him, the main question is what takes precedence: 
to put on clothing that represents a foreign culture or 
to make his wife happy. Both cultural and domestic 
tension are present here. Since Santa Claus represents 
Christian culture, for Lazer this means taking part in a 
festival that belongs to an alien religion. On the other 
hand, his wife is suffering emotional distress from the 
accident and from their loss of livelihood. Finally, Lazer 
decides that putting on the Santa Claus costume will 
not affect his faith. He does it for Baila’s sake, without 
asking for her opinion about it.

3. The Film’s Structure

Exposition — In the film’s opening scene, Lazer and Baila 
get into a car accident due to Lazer’s reckless driving. 
As a result, Lazer loses his job.

Turning point — Lazer receives an offer to play the role 
of Santa Claus for an evening in return for generous 
compensation.

Climax — Lazer returns home on foot, embarrassed and 
ashamed, feeling humiliated when he must walk around 
in costume because his own clothes have vanished.

Resolution — Lazer starts to do a hasidic dance, which 
makes Baila smile.

The Film’s Cinematic Language

The Narrative

This is a narrative story told as a hasidic tale (see below). 
When the protagonist faces a conflict early in the film, 
he does not know what to do. A solution comes to him 
in the form of an unexpected offer, but he must agree to 
it. In the end, he finds a way to resolve the conflict with 
himself and with his environment.

The Cinematic Genre and Language

The film’s genre resembles the genre of the hasidic tale, 
which centers upon two topics: the acts and greatness of 
the tzaddik, or righteous person, and the struggles of the 
common folk. The topic of this film is not the greatness of 
the tzaddik, but rather a common, pure-hearted man who 
deals with the question of faith and the hope of salvation 
from above. An additional motif is joy and its function in 
transforming despair into hope.

Symbols

The telephone — As Lazer waits for a miracle, the camera 
focuses on the telephone, which rings immediately with 

the news. While the call he receives is not about the job that 
he will be paid for later on, it still leads him to his next job.

Clothing (concealing and revealing) — The clothes, which 
symbolize the tension between revealing and concealing, 
between the external and internal, raise the question of 
whether one’s outer clothing reveals anything about one’s 
inner nature. The Santa Claus costume is juxtaposed to 
Lazer’s hasidic clothing, with emphasis upon the skullcap 
and ritual fringes (see the next section).

Appearance — When Lazer must put on the Santa Claus 
costume, his reflection in the mirror appears twice on the 
screen. This shot shows his internal division and conflict: 
two contradictory forces are contained inside him.

The Hanukkah menorah — The film takes place during the 
Hanukkah festival for two reasons:

Since Hanukkah falls close to Christmas, Jews all over the 
world must deal with this clash between cultures and faiths.

The Hanukkah menorah, which represents the requirement 
of publicizing the miracle, is placed in a window that faces 
the street. Its function is to shine a light from the inside 
of the home onto the dark street. Through the Hanukkah 
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lights that exists in every place on earth where there are 
Jews, the story of the miracle and the struggle for Jewish 
identity are displayed to the world. Lazer must deal with 
the opposite situation: he must hide his identity in order 
to earn a living.

The hallway — At one point in the film, Lazer stands in a 
long, dark hallway. The artificial lights of the Christmas 
tree glimmer from afar, and behind him there is nothing. 
The hallway symbolizes the path that Lazer must take 
toward an act that he is performing unwillingly. His walk 
in the hallway is a journey from darkness to artificial light.

The hasidic dance — Lazer transforms his sorrow into 
joy, and when he sees Baila standing in front of him, he 
begins to dance in order to make her happy. Even though 
he is still wearing the Santa Claus costume, the dance is 
a joyful, hasidic one.

The Soundtrack

When Lazer plays the song “Hanukkah, Hanukkah, Happy 
Holiday” on his harmonica, he is unable to make his wife 
Baila happy. There is a huge gap between the song’s 
lyrics and her mood. The same is true of the song that the 
Norwegian tourists sing at their party: “Santa Claus Sits 
Alone with His Porridge.” While this, for them, is a happy 
song, it reflects Lazer’s depressed mood.

The sound of a violin throughout the film, which symbolizes 
the Jewish and hasidic world, is a constant reminder of 
Lazer’s inner world.

Methodology

Description of the Topics and 
Expanded Discussion

Hanukkah versus Christmas

Hanukkah falls near Christmas on the calendar, and for 
Jews all over the world, the question of cultural identity 
arises with greater intensity at that time of year. Hanukkah 
represents the Jews’ struggle against the Syrian-Greeks, 
against Hellenism, and against the culture of ancient 
Greece. While tension between Hanukkah and Christmas 
in Israel exists only on the fringes, a similar tension is 
growing regarding New Year’s Eve celebrations, which are 
becoming more common there. The film, which juxtaposes 
the Santa Claus costume to Lazer’s own clothing and the 
Hanukkah menorah, deals with Jewish identity and its 
external manifestations, which reflect what lies within.

Clothing, Covering, and Costume

The Santa Claus costume represents the cultural world 
that is foreign to Lazer and to Judaism. In the Western 
world, Santa Claus is perceived as a friendly grandfather 
figure who gives presents to children. The character is 
mainly a figure of folklore even though it has roots in the 
Christian religion. The religious conflict notwithstanding, 
Lazer decides to dress up as Santa Claus in order to earn 
money and make his wife happy. He continues to wear 
his four-cornered garment with its ritual fringes, a symbol 
of the devout Jewish man, under the costume. He kisses 
the fringes in order to show that he remains a loyal Jew 

despite the totally non-Jewish costume that he is wearing. 
He also leaves his skullcap on underneath the Santa Claus 
cap. Although he is wearing alien clothing, he remains 
Jewish within.

The skullcap and ritual fringes are Jewish symbols whose 
function is to show the outside world that the wearer 
belongs to the Jewish people. Lazer, who must wear 
alien clothing, keeps these symbols in spite of everything, 
though hidden, in order to demonstrate that his wearing 
the Santa costume is no more than an external act. The 
angle of the camera shot in the bathroom, when he faces 
the mirror, emphasizes the dichotomy in his character: he 
is seen in reality and also in the mirror — an image that 
demonstrates his internal division and indecision.

As Lazer walks outside in the Santa Claus costume, he 
passes by ultra-Orthodox Jews in their black clothing. 
This is a wink to the issue of attire. While the passersby 
are dressed in clothing that sets them apart as Jews, such 
attire does not have Jewish roots; it was adopted from the 
Gentile style of dress in medieval times. Lazer’s encounter 
with the ultra-Orthodox characters adds to the humiliation 
that he feels when he sees the judgmental expressions of 
the passersby.

When Lazer comes home, he finds that his wife is not at 
home and the door is locked. He sits, discouraged, in the 
doorway of his home, his costume blending in with the 
pole, painted red and white, that symbolizes a warning 
(no parking or stopping). The blending of the costume 
with the pole symbolizes a warning against connecting 
with an alien culture, but for Lazer the costume is no more 
than an external covering. It seems to Baila, as she peeks 
at him from the other side of the wall, that the costume is 
not merely external. It is only when Lazer begans to sing a 
hasidic melody that she sees his Jewish identity breaking 
out from inside him, and smiles despite her missing teeth.
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The damage to Baila’s teeth symbolizes the same idea. 
Since her teeth have been damaged, she does not dare to 
open her mouth and smile, nor does she leave her home. 
The external harm she suffered has caused damage within, 
as well as a change in her mood.

Another symbol that reflects the conflict between the 
external and the internal is the old, beat-up car. When Lazer 
tries to convince wealthy, well-dressed tourists to travel in 
it, they refuse, and with good reason. The film examines 
the boundary between the external and the internal: To 
what extent does what is without reflect what is within? 
Do the clothes (or, in this case, the car) make the man?

The scene where Lazer comes home without his key and 
finds the door locked also addresses the relationship 
between the external and the internal. Light shines 
from inside the house, which symbolizes light, but Lazer 
remains outside the house, in the darkness. The locked 
house symbolizes Lazer’s need to find a way to unlock 
not only the physical door of his home, but also the door 
to Baila’s heart.

Publicizing the Miracle

The commandment to publicize the 
miracle, which is specific to Purim and 
Hanukkah, is fulfilled in the recitation 
of the section entitled “Al ha-nissim” in 
the prayer service on both holidays, 
the reading of the Book of Esther 
on Purim, and the kindling of the 
Hanukkah lights. The function of 
these supposedly external acts is to 
tell the public about the events that 
we are commemorating. Publicizing 
the miracle also demonstrates that 
we recognize the miracle that 
was performed for us. When Lazer 

supposedly hides his Jewishness by putting on the Santa 
Claus costume, this act is contrary to publicizing the miracle. 
But his hasidic dance in that same costume proves that 
he is not hiding his identity. The many commandments 
about publicizing the miracle and lighting the Hanukkah 
lamp may be found in various sources.

Earning a Living and Maintaining a Marriage

Lazer is torn between his inner identity and his desire to 
make his wife happy by earning money. When he sees 
Baila’s suffering, he realizes that he has no alternative other 
than to take the job. Before he dresses up as Santa Claus, 
he raises his eyes heavenward, asks for divine assistance, 
and kisses his ritual fringes. He appears to be giving up his 
identity for his wife’s sake, but as the film’s director, Tehila, 
says in the “behind the scenes” video (which is also on the 
site), for Lazer, making his wife happy is also doing God’s 
will, and this solves his dilemma.

The Hasidic Tale

The narrative is told as a hasidic tale in which common 
people draw upon their faith in order to handle hardship. 
The function of the hasidic tale is to introduce its hearers 
to lofty ideas through stories that everyone can relate to, 
and to dress the ideas in a guise that is appropriate to 
reality. Another purpose of hasidic tales is to cause the 
hearers to identify with the protagonists, who find the 
strength to bolster their faith and draw inspiration from 
it despite their suffering.

Suggested Questions  
and Discussion Topics

If you were Lazer, what would you choose?

Where in your own lives do you find incidents or situations 
that represent a contradiction? How do you reach a 
decision?

What role, in your opinion, do miracles play in our lives?

Watch the “Behind the Scenes” video of “A Jerusalem Tale” 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LawtbK6GClY; seven 
minutes). The actor who plays the role of Lazer is a member 
of the Breslav hasidic community. How does he explain 
his agreement to play the role of Santa Claus?

Why did the director choose the call the film A Jerusalem 
Tale (Rabbi Santa in Hebrew)?

Is it permissible, on Purim, to dress up as Santa Claus or as 
other characters that represent different cultural worlds?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LawtbK6GClY
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Concepts for Teaching

Publicizing the miracle, hasidic dance, Western culture

Links to Jewish sources

Maimonides’s Mishneh Torah: The Laws of Hanukkah, 
Chapter 4, Paragraph 12:

“The commandment to kindle the Hanukkah lights is very 
precious. One must be very careful to publicize the miracle 
and increase our praise of God and our gratitude for the 
miracles he performed. Even if a person’s only source of 
food is charitable donations, he should pawn or sell his 
garments to purchase oil and lamps to kindle them.”

The Sfat Emet (the hasidic rabbi Yehuda Leib Alter of Ger) 
on Parashat Mi-ketz (Shabbat Hanukkah):

“On this matter, I heard from my late grandfather and 
teacher of blessed memory about what the sages wrote 
regarding the windows of the Holy Temple — that they 
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were wider on the inside. This was to teach that light issued 
forth from there [from the temple] to the whole world. It is 
therefore said that when the Greeks made breaches in the 
Temple wall and said that they could also enter, darkness 
came, and enlightenment departed from the Children of 
Israel. It was for this reason that God took revenge on them 
(the Greeks), as I heard from my grandfather and teacher of 
blessed memory. [The Children of Israel] wanted to [shine 
light from] the private domain to the public domain, but 
[the Greeks wanted to do] the opposite.”

The Sfat Emet’s teachings are based on the sages’ 
commentary on 1 Kings 6:4: “And he made windows for 
the building broad inside and narrow outside.” “Rabbi Levi 
said: It is customary throughout the world that when a 
person builds a hall and makes the windows for it, he makes 
them narrower outside and broader inside so that light will 
enter. But the windows of the Temple were not like that: 
they were narrow inside and broad outside, to bring the 
light outside to the world” (Pesikta de-Rav Kahana 21:5).

Further Reading

 “The Prince and the Pauper” (By Mark Twain)

Other Films on the Topic

Yentl, Barbra Streisand, U.S.A., 1983
Mulan, Tony Bancroft and Barry Cook, U.S.A., 1998

Ma’aleh Films on the Topic

Getting Serious by Matan Golomb
The Orthodox Way by Ilan Eshkoli

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yehudah_Aryeh_Leib_Alter

